A50 JUNIOR

HISTORY.
In 1929, what was to become the most successful Junkers sports aircraft,
left the Dessau production plant for the first time: a single-engine, two-seat,
low-wing aircraft with an oval fuselage cross-section and corrugated sheet
metal skin.
The prototype was equipped with an 80 HP Armstrong - Siddeley
engine. Astonishingly, it had a take-off weight of a mere 600kg - a light
aircraft from the very beginning.
The Junkers A50 Junior had its maiden flight in February 1929. In this year,
69 aircraft were manufactured, which set a number of FAI world records.
Various European and World record flights were also carried out with the
A50. Famously Marga von Etzdorf, was the first woman to fly from Berlin to
Tokyo in 1930 with her Junior A50.
This aircraft had the potential to become the people's aircraft, but in a
short space of time, the global economic crisis intervened.

THE DREAM OF YESTERDAY.

Inspired by 1929 Original the new A50 Junior comes
packed full of the latest technologies.
After only 1 ½ years the idea was born, and the first
A50 Junior took off in the sky. The new adventure for
the next generation of pilots is ready to start.
A special aircraft will be built.
“Aviation is proof that given, the will, we have
the capacity to achieve the impossible” Eddie von Rickenbacker

THE REALITY OF TODAY.

A FLIGHT OF FREEDOM
AND ADVENTURE.
As a light sport aircraft, the A50 Junior combines the
latest technology with the flair of the 30s.

With our new production A50 Junior, the dream of
flying back in time is today attainable.
We proudly look forward to the start of a new
edition of this historic aircraft.

Once again, Dieter Morszeck realized a dream - the
idea of an ultralight aircraft for the young and young
at heart, which combines great flight characteristics,
and modern safety standards with the potential for
freedom and adventure.

SAFETY AND QUALITY COMBINED WITH PASSION AND EASE.

The brakes are provided by Beringer and the avionics by GARMIN.
Together with the Galaxy parachute rescue system, these features are
installed to ensure the greatest possible safety.

All necessary information is displayed on modern screens that the pilot
monitors from the rear seat, otherwise the cockpit retains its retro trim.

A PIECE OF AVIATION
HISTORY MODERNISED
AGAIN.
The new version of the Junkers A50 is also an
ultralight aircraft in the 600 kg class and is designed
with open tandem seating. It corresponds to the
typical light aircraft image from the end of the
twenties, so it has a very classic appearance.
Although it does involve the use of the latest
technology: the A50 is propelled by a four-cylinder
Rotax fuel-injected engine producing 100 hp with an
MT propeller.

OUR VISON REFLECTS IN
FACTS.
Equipment
•

Engine

•
•
•

Performance
Exhaust system
Propeller

•
•

Rescue system
Avionics

ROTAX 912iS / 4 cylinders
Direct fuel injection
Auto mixture controlled by ECU
Electrical starter
Dual magneto ignition system
100 hp
Stainless steel
MTV-33-1-A/170 / 2 blades, fixed
pitch
Galaxy GRS 6 600 SD Speedy
GARMIN G3X touch / 10``
with integrated Comm / NAV
Engine control system, moving map
Intercom ”push to talk”

BUILD FOR YOUR
ADVENTURESS NATURE.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wingspan
Length
Height
Empty weight
Maximum take-off weight
Cruise speed
Stall speed
Never exceed speed
Fuel capacity
Fuel consumption
Crew
Passengers

9.8 m
7.1 m
2.4 m
ca. 365 kg
600 kg
175 km/h
80 km/h
205 km/h
120 l
15 l/h
1 pilot
1

9.8m

Technical Data

7.1m

UNIQUENESS IS CREATED,
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU.
We build it, you design it. Select one of the 6 color schemes, match it
with the selection of unique leather variants:
White aluminium

Frozen blue

Carrara white

Speed yellow

Karmin red

Rallye black

Havana

Espresso

Sand beige

Cobalt blue

Stone grey

Black

Wheel cover matching the color scheme (optional)

THE WAIT IS OVER.

The first deliveries of this magnificent and unique
aircraft will take place in late 2022.
Inspired by the actual birth of the A50 (1929), the first
29 aircraft will be sold as a special edition.
Have we aroused your interest; do you want to join
the exclusive list of first owners?
Contact us.

THE ADVENTURE IS ON.
Take the first step, write to us for more
information and soon you will be airborne. Let
nothing stand in the way of great adventures!
sales@junkersaircraft.com
Don’t wait any longer. Take a flight with A50 Junior
and start realizing your passion.
Freedom of flying with the open cockpit of our
aircraft is more than a temporary fashion. It’s a
true lifestyle, allowing you to travel and pursue
your next adventure.
Why not do this in style?

JUNKERS Flugzeugwerke AG
Birkenstrasse 105,
9443 Widnau, Switzerland

JUNKERS Flugzeugwerke GmbH (iG)
Wittumsgrund 4,
78727 Hochmössingen, Germany

Contact: +41 71 5664671
www.junkersaircraft.com
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